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What is Blockchain? The answer, on the one hand, is simple. It is a
technology similar to the ledger, which records all actions that have a
certain code and are performed within a network of connected
computers.

And Bitcoin, which has become the most popular cryptographic
currency, is a symbol for actions within a chain of records carried out
within a network. Anything from money to cars or a house with a plot of
land can be coded under it cryptocurrency trading Australia.

The Blockchain technology itself is based on a system of action
confirmation by absolutely all users who are part of the distribution
register network, similar to the way records are made in the ledger.

The strict sequencing of the block chain guarantees uniqueness, security
and flexibility during data exchange operations.

This is possible because when certain information is moved, expressed
as bitcoin, absolutely all users will know that an asset has changed
owner, confirming its ownership, authorizing the transaction.

Blockchain is: what do you need to know about distributed registry
technology?
How block technology works

To get a better understanding of what a blockchain is and how it works,
let's take a look at how the distribution register works using a concrete
example.

Imagine that you want to buy shares from Apple for bitcoins. However,
the members of the distribution register know that the shares are
owned by Apple and you have a certain number of bitcoins that you are
willing to pay for them.

So when you reach an agreement, you exchange thirty-digit codes within
blockchain technology. That's when the data is entered into the
distribution register, where all of the computers on the network
automatically change their share ownership and a certain number of
bitcoins.

This example explains how blockchain provides security for transactions.
After all, each individual transaction will require the creation of a unique
code that is generated only by a specific participant participating in the
transaction.

And an attempt to create a copy or modify this code is impossible
because it requires simultaneous modification of the unique code on all
computers that are part of the network without exception.

Further, after the transaction, blockchain-technology implies the
confirmation of the exchange operation between the participants, which
is possible only in case when the codes are absolutely correct and
coincide on all the computers included into the chain.

Carrying out such a transaction is allowed only if Apple shares will be
assigned a certain numerical code and the so-called hash. It
characterizes the notation for a specific asset, as required by block
technology.
What is useful about the distribution register?

Perhaps, almost everybody already knows that you can make payments
for anything and anywhere with the help of blockchain and cryptov
currencies. But let's look at what a blockchain is and how it can be
applied, by the example of home security.

Let's assume that there is a code lock on your door, for opening which
you need a special key with a thirty digit cipher recorded on all
computers in the chain without exception.

The cracker will try to change this code with a virus by uploading it to
your home security system. At this point, the technology will instantly
detect an attempt at fraud by removing malicious code from the
network and blocking the user attempting to infiltrate it.

Today, there are already block projects aimed at using this technology
for information security and protection against malware and hackers.

As you can see, bitcoin and blockchain are not limited only to the
function of the payment system. A vivid example is a revolutionary
invention created on the block-keeper platform and called "etherium".

